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Overview
The Bromium Secure Platform uses virtualization-based security and hardware-enforced isolation to dramatically decrease attack 
surfaces and contain threats that occur on endpoints, whether systems are online or offline.

Version 4.1 elevates Bromium’s security presence with greater browser freedom, deployment ease, and quicker time-to-value.

BROMIUM 
SECURE PLATFORM
4.1 New Features

Prepackaged Use Cases for Key 
Attack Vectors

Admins can isolate email attachments, phishing links, and file downloads for any 
group with just a few clicks 

Reduced Configuration for Quick 
Value Realization 

Faster time-to-value without complex configuration settings, ideal for new 
Bromium admins 

Freedom to Browse Safely Using 
Your Preferred Web Browser

Native browsing for safe sites with Chrome, Firefox, or Edge provides the full 
browsing experience, while isolating file downloads

Bromium Secure Browser for High-
Risk Browsing

Bromium Secure Browser isolates web browsing with extra security to protect 
against phishing links or unknown websites, automatically or by user choice

Pre-Click Email Attachment 
Scanning

Analyze email attachments for threats before users can open or save them, 
acting earlier in the attack cycle to defeat malware 

Breachless Threat Intelligence™
Generate Breachless Threat Alerts™ for SOC analysts and send Breachless Threat 
Feeds™ to third-party systems to help harden the defensive infrastructure

New Summary Reports and 
Drilldowns

Improved stakeholder visibility and ROI: Summary Report (CISO/CIO), 
Operational Dashboard (Desktop Team), Threat Dashboard (Security Team)

Improved Threat Triage with 
Contextual Intelligence

Workflow-based threat triage with augmented threat intelligence helps speed 
identification of true positives for resolution and proactive remediation 
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For more information 

To learn more about Bromium’s game-changing security architecture, please visit www.bromium.com.

Targeted Use Case Deployment
Common attack vectors bypass existing layered defenses and 
trigger breaches, including:

• Malicious email attachments

• phishing links

• Malicious file downloads

With Bromium, you can achieve time-to-value quickly, without 
wading through complex configuration options or trial-and-
error experimentation.

What’s New?

Our new prepackaged use cases are designed specifically for 
key attack vectors. They work right out of the box, without 
extensive configuration or prior Bromium product experience.

• End users can safely open email attachments, click on 
shared links, and download files without worrying about 
security risk

• Bromium eliminates restrictive IT security policies that 
limit access to attachments, links, and file downloads and 
inhibit workflows

User-Centric Browsing Experience
Users have various browser preferences, so Bromium now 
provides a choice of native browsing or isolated browsing, 
depending on context and the degree of risk.

What’s New?

Bromium Secure Browsing Extension gives you a choice of 
browser, balancing security with user experience:

• Native Chrome, Firefox, or Edge runs on the host, 
providing a full browsing experience for users

• Bromium Secure Browser isolates web browsing with 
extra security to protect against phishing links and 
unknown websites

• Bromium application isolation protects all web file 
downloads by default, regardless of the user’s browser 
choice

Proactive Email Security
In a fast-changing threatscape, malware intelligence needs 
to be applied as early as possible, without waiting for the 
user’s PC to get owned and for the threat to begin spreading. 
Malicious email attachments are often sent to multiple 
recipients at the same organization, causing pain at different 
locations and time zones, depending on when the users 
activate the threats.

What’s New?

Stop attacks before the user clicks

• Analyze email attachments before the user can open or 
save them

• Receive alerts for email threats, with full kill-chain 
analyses, without waiting for the user to click

• Generate Breachless Threat Alerts™ and reports for SOC 
analysts and send Breachless Threat Feeds™ to third-party 
systems to help harden the defensive infrastructure

Actionable Dashboards and Reports
Information drives cybersecurity. Management and technical 
stakeholders need to quickly see the value provided by the 
Bromium Secure Platform. SOC teams need to triage large 
volumes of potential threats to distinguish between false-
positive alerts, generic malware, and true targeted attacks 
against their organization. Security and business teams need 
to show reporting ROI tied directly to security improvement.

What’s New?

Intuitive dashboards provide most up-to-date and relevant 
information at a glance with drill-downs for detailed reporting 
and threat analysis.

• Summary Report (CISO/CIO), Operational Dashboard 
(Desktop Team), Threat Dashboard (Security Team)

• Workflow-based threat triage with augmented threat 
intelligence provide relevant context to the threat reviewer 
to help identify true positives that need resolution and 
proactively remediate issues without a breach 
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